Introduction of the books they would like, the subjects in which they were interested and these answers were recorded so that mobile libraries which visited all the centres four times a year, carrying books for exchange, could include any special requests.
As the book stock increased and qualified staff became available, the question of library buildings was reconsidered. Ghana has an area of 92,000 square miles, divided into administrative regions. It was decided that the first new building should be a Regional Library for the Ashanti Region and further regional libraries would be built before a major new library headquarters would be built in Accra. The Board was anxious for it to be understood that it intended to run a nationwide service and not just an Accra service. The final goal would include headquarters in Accra, regional libraries in all of the regions, fulltime branch libraries, evening centres and mobile library services within each region and the development of these would be the responsibility of the regional librarian. There would be some centralisation so as to avoid unnecessary duplication of work and to make the most of the qualified staff becoming available. Book-buying cataloguing would be centralised for the whole country and books, when ready for circulation, would be sent in bulk to the Regional Libraries.
A major problem facing library staff was the lack of bookshops in Ghana and thus the impossibility of seeing books before ordering. For current publications, the British National Bibliography was received by airmail, marked up, and orders placed within a matter of days, but there was the inevitable delay of books having to be sent 4,000 miles. Lists were compiled from various bibliographies for the major bookstock and publishers were cooperative, sending proof copies of books, detailed catalogues, book jackets, etc. Once a year publishers' representatives would visit the country.
At the end of the first five years, the Library Board could look back on a period of quiet achievement. Fulltime libraries had been opened in seven towns, three children's libraries had been built in Accra (with a grant from a local trust), one Regional Library had been built and a second was under construction, and the first plans had been approved for a Central Library Headquarters. Postal services and book box services had been provided for readers outside the areas covered by fulltime libraries, and three mobile libraries were on the road to supplement these services. A special service for teachers had been organised, a new profession had been introduced into the country and in-service training was well in hand. Scholarships had been awarded for staff to attend British Library Schools and the Board's plans had been accepted by Government as part of the country's first five-year development plan, an important point as the major part of the Board's income came from Government.
Ghana has been fortunate in that both the colonial government and later the Ghana Government were interested in and supportive of library development, the Central Government grant being supplemented by grants-in-aid from towns where the Regional Libraries were established.
The Ghana Library Service has been, and continues to be, a great success. It is a service financed almost entirely from local funds and, as the first President of Ghana stated 'The provision of library facilities for everybody throughout the length and breadth of the country, was recognised as an essential element in the national scheme of educational advancement'. Its importance was acknowledged by Government from the beginning, and the necessary funds were supplied.
